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Abstract
The Hamiltonian formulation for the mechanical systems with reparametrizati-
on-invariant Lagrangians, depending on the worldline external curvatures is given,
which is based on the use of moving frame.
A complete sets of constraints are found for the Lagrangians with quadratic de-
pendence on curvatures, for the Lagrangians, proportional to an arbitrary curvature,
and for the Lagrangians, linear on the first and second curvatures.
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1 Introduction
As it is known, the curve in a D-dimensional space possesses D − 1 reparametrization
invariants (external curvatures) k˜1, ...., k˜D−1, which are the functions of a natural parame-
ter s˜ (see, e.g. [1]). Therefore, the general reparametrization-invariant mechanical action
in D- dimensional space can be defined as
S =
∫
F (k˜1, ...., k˜N)ds˜, 0 ≤ N ≤ D − 1. (1.1)
Such systems we will call by the models of generalized rigid particles.
The mechanical systems depending on the first and second curvatures became rather
intensively studied in the late eighties as toy models of rigid strings and (2+1)-dimensional
field theories with the Chern-Simon term [2]. Before long, it became clear, mainly due to
the studies of M.Plyushchay that those systems are of independent interest.
For instance, at D = (2 + 1), F = c0 + c1k˜1 + c2k˜2, c0 6= 0 they describe a massive
relativistic anyon [3]; at D = (3 + 1), F = c0 + c1k˜1, c0 6= 0, a massive relativistic boson
[4]; at D = (3 + 1), F = ck˜1, a massless particle with an arbitrary (both integer and
half-integer) helicity [5]. The system with F = c0 + c1k˜
2
1 corresponds to the effective
action of relativistic kink in the field of soliton [6].
Recently, E.Ramos and J.Roca have found that the model with F = ck˜1 possesses
the W3− gauge symmetry [7]. They have also shown in an implicit way that a system
with Lagrangian F = ck˜N possesses N + 1 gauge degrees of freedom, perhaps, forming
WN+2-algebra [8].
Which (iso)spinning particles are described by the models of generalized rigid particles?
Which gauge W -symmetries can be inherent in these models?
To answer on these questions, one should know the dimension and structure of phase
spaces of the models under consideration, the generators of their gauge symmetries, and
then quantized the models.
First of all, this needs the Hamiltonian formulation of the models with the action
(1.1). However, the Lagrangians of that models depend on (N + 1)− order derivatives,
since the external curvatures are determined by the expressions
k˜I(s˜) =
√
det gˆI+1 det gˆI−1
det gˆI
, (gI)ij ≡ x(i)x(j), i, j = 1, . . . , I,
where x(i) ≡ dix(s˜)/(ds˜)i. Thus, one should first replace the initial Lagrangian by an
equivalent second order one and then pass to the Hamiltonian formalism in 2D(N + 1)-
dimensional phase space.
In the latter transition, most authors neglect invariant properties of Lagrangians,
which state in their dependence on external curvatures. As a result, even the construction
of the complete set of constraints requires tiring structureless calculations. For example,
in the refered paper [8] the complete set of constraints was constructed only for F = ck˜2,
the latter being essentially nonlinear.
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In this paper, we suggest more geometrical approach for constructing the Hamiltonian
formalism for the models of generalized rigid particles, which is based on the use of moving
frame.
The resulting system is formulated in terms of the coordinates of the initial space x,
the components of moving frame ei, and their conjugated momenta p and pi, i = 1, . . . , N .
The Lagrangian multipliers in the total Hamiltonian of the system represents the external
curvatures of trajectories.
We demonstrate efficiency of the presented formulation, constructing the complete sets
of constraints and Hamiltonians for models with the following Lagrangians:
i) F = 1
2
∑N
i bik˜
2
i +
∑
i=1 cik˜i + c0, b1b2 . . . bN 6= 0; This system is characterized by
the lowest degeneracy and by absence of the secondary constraints.
ii) F = ck˜N , ∀D,N < D; The system is specified by the maximal (for a given N)
degeneracy and by N + 1 gauge degree of freedom. All the constraints arising here are
quadratic. Surprisingly, this model coincides with the model N + 1-pointing discreet
string.
We show that systems with the Lagrangians, linear on external curvatures possess the
maximally possible set of (quadratic) primary constraints. When the Lagrangian contains
the curvatures ka, a < N , the number of secondary constraints and the gauge symmetries
of Lagrangian is decreased. To illustrate this phenomena, we present the complete sets of
constraints for the thoroughly studied models with Lagrangians linear on first and second
curvatures.
Throughout the paper, we assume the signature of the initial space IRD to be Eu-
clidean, which should not cause misunderstanding when passing to the pseudo-Euclidean
signature.
We use the following groups of indices:
i, j, k = 1, . . .N ; a, b, c, d = 1, . . . (N − 1); α, β = 1, . . . , (N − 2);
and the notation:
F,i ≡ ∂F/∂k˜i, Fij ≡ ∂2F/∂k˜i∂k˜j
φ˜0.i = pei, φ˜i.j = piej − pjei, Φ˜0.0 = pLˆp, Φ˜0.i = pLˆpi, Φ˜i.j = piLˆpj , (1.2)
where
Lˆ = Iˆ −
N∑
i=1
ei ⊗ ei ; ∀a, b : a ≡ aA,b ≡ aA, ab =
D∑
A=1
aAbA.
2 Frenet Formulae and Legendre Transformation
Consider the Hamiltonian formulation of the models of generalized rigid particle.
Let us rewrite the action (1.1) as
S =
∫
F (k1/s, ...., kN/s)sdτ ; where s ≡ |dx
dτ
|, ki ≡ sk˜i, (2.1)
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and introduce the moving frame {eµ} for the trajectory of that system
eµeν = δµν x˙ = se1, µ = 1, ..., D. (2.2)
In these terms the external curvatures are defined by the Frenet equations
e˙µ = kµeµ+1 − kµ−1eµ−1, e0 = eD+1 = 0, (2.3)
so
kµ−1 = e˙µ−1eµ, k
2
µ = e˙
2
µ − k2µ−1, e˙µeν = 0, if |µ− ν| > 1. (2.4)
Note that kµ ≥ 0, for µ = 1, . . . , (D − 2), whereas kD−1 (“torsion”) can assume both
positive and negative values. If some kI 6= 0, then kµ 6= 0, at µ = 1, . . . , I − 1 . Vice
versa, if kI = 0, then kµ = 0, at µ = I + 1, . . . , D − 1 (see, e.g. [1]).
With the expressions (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) at hands, we can replace the initial Lagrangian
by the following one
L = F (k1/s, ..., kN/s)s+ p(x˙− se1) +∑a pa(e˙a − kaea+1 + ka−1ea−1)
−∑i,j dij (eiej − δij)− F,N (kN − (e˙2N − k2N−1)1/2) (2.5)
where s, ki, d
ij,pa, ei are independent variables.
Now we can perform the Legendre transformation for the Lagrangian (2.5).
The variables pa represent the momenta conjugated to ea, whereas momenta, conjugated
to (s, ka, dij), lead to the trivial constraints
ps ≈ 0, pa ≈ 0, pij ≈ 0. (2.6)
Setting kN 6= 0, F,N 6= 0 we find, that the momentum conjugated to eN , is of the form
pN = F,N
(
e˙2N − k2N−1
)−1/2
e˙N . (2.7)
So, taking into account (2.4), we get the constraints
χN.N ≡ pNeN ≈ 0, χN.α = pNeα ≈ 0, (2.8)
ΦN.N ≡ p2N − (pNeN−1)2 − F 2,N ≈ Φ˜N.N − F 2,N ≈ 0. (2.9)
Thus, after Legendre transformation we obtain the following total Hamiltonian
HT = H + λ(s)ps +
∑
a
λ(k)a p
a +
∑
ij
λ(d)ijp
ij, (2.10)
where
H = sφ0.1 +
∑
a
kaφa.a+1 + λΦN.N +
∑
i,j
dijuij +
∑
α
λαχN.α + λNχN.N , (2.11)
λ... are the Lagrange multipliers, and
uij ≡ eiej − δij, φa.a+1 ≡ φ˜a.a+1 − F,a, φ0.1 ≡ φ˜0.1 +
∑
i
k˜iF,i − F, (2.12)
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Stabilization of primary constraints (2.6) produces the (secondary) first-stage constraints
uij ≈ 0; sφ0.1 +∑a kaφa.a+1 ≈ 0, ⇒H ≈ 0; (2.13)
sφa.a+1 = −FNa(kN − 2λF,N); (kN − 2λF,N)FNN ≈ 0. (2.14)
Now, we can reduce the initial Hamiltonian system by the constraints (2.6), and consider
the system with the symplectic structure
ωN = dp ∧ dx+
N∑
i=1
dpi ∧ dei (2.15)
and the Hamiltonian (2.11), where the expressions (2.8) and (2.13) define the primary
constraints. The equations (2.14) and (2.9) either determine variables ka, kN as a func-
tions of φ˜0.1, φ˜a.a+1, or define a primary constraints, at which the variables ka, kN represent
Lagrange multipliers. The number of primary constraints, arising in that way, is equal to
the corank of Fij .
Note that the functions (1.2) form, with respect to (2.15), a closed algebra, and obey
the equations
{φ˜..., u...} ≈ {Φ˜..., u...} ≈ 0.
The constraints uN.N , uN,α and χN.α, χN.N are of the second-class,
{χN.i, ujk} ≈ δNjδik, ⇒ λNα = λN = 0;
while the constraints uN.N−1, ua.b are of the first-class, and their stabilization does not
generate secondary constraints; rather, they generate trivial gauge transformations.
Consequently, all the secondary constraints are the functions of (1.2).
From this follows, that the dimension of the phase space of the system, Dred satisfy
unequality
(2D − 3N − 2)(N + 1) ≤ Dred ≤ (2D −N)(N + 1)− 2,
where the upper limit corresponds to nondegenerate case, detFij 6= 0.
Since the gauge transformations of a system are defined by the primary first-class con-
straints [9], we conclude, that the number of gauge degrees of freedom of the generalized
rigid particles does not exceed corank Fij+1. For instance, in a maximally nondegenerate
case detFij 6= 0, the Lagrangian possesses only reparametrization invariance. The system
possesses only primary constraints, and the dimension of the phase space of that system
is Dmax = (2D −N)(N + 1)− 2.
Example. The simplest example of nondegenerate system is defined by the La-
grangian
F =
1
2
N∑
i
bik˜
2
i +
∑
i=1
cik˜i + c0, b1 · b2 · . . . · bN 6= 0.
Solving the constraints (2.9) and (2.14), we find the expressions for curvatures,
k˜a = (φ˜a.a+1 − ca)/ba, (bN k˜N + cN)2 = Φ˜N.N , (2.16)
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and the Hamiltonian
H = sφ0.1 + dijuij, φ0.1 = φ˜0.1 + 1
2
∑
i
bik˜
2
i − c0. (2.17)
The system possesses the following complete set of (primary) constraints
φ0.1 ≈ 0, uij ≈ 0, χN.N ≈ 0, χN.α ≈ 0.
3 Lagrangians, Linear on Curvatures
Let consider the models with maximal set of primary constraints, i.e. when rankFij = 0.
In this case the Lagrangians are linear functions of the external curvatures,
F = c0 +
N∑
i=1
cik˜i, (3.1)
and can be considered as a potential candidates on the role of the systems with maximal
gauge degrees of freedom.
Such systems possess the following set of primary constraints
φ0.1 = pe1 − c0 ≈ 0,
φa.a+1 = paea+1 − pa+1ea − ca ≈ 0,
ΦN.N = pN LˆpN − c2N ≈ 0,
χN.N = pNeN ≈ 0, χN.α = pNeα ≈ 0,
uij = eiej − δij ≈ 0,
(3.2)
and the Hamiltonian
H = sφ0.1 +
N−1∑
a=1
kaφa.a+1 + λΦN.N +
N∑
i,j=1
dijuij. (3.3)
From the equations of motion for eN we can see that 2cNλ = kN = sk˜N , i.e. all the
reparametrization invariants play the role of Lagrange multipliers.
Performing the Legendre transformation we have required the condition kN 6= 0. So,
stabilizing constraints we should suppose
ka 6= 0, λ 6= 0.
Let impose the gauge conditions , fixing dN.N−1 and da.b,
χN.N−1 ≡ pNeN−1 ≈ 0, χa.a−κ ≡ paea−κ ≈ 0, κ = 0, . . . , a− 1 , (3.4)
which turns all the functions Φ˜i.j to the quadratic form. These conditions, together with
constraints (2.8), satisfy equations,
{χi.j , Φ˜N.N} ≈ 2δN.iδijΦ˜N.N ; {χi.j, φ˜a.a+1} ≈ δij(δi.a − δi.a+1)φ˜a.a+1,
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which lead to the following gauge fixing
di.j = δij(kici − ki−1ci−1 − sδ1.ic0). (3.5)
Stabilization of the remaining primary constraints produce the following secondary first-
stage constraints
φ˜0.2 ≈ 0, φ˜α.α+2 ≈ 0, Φ˜N.N−1 ≈ 0. (3.6)
One can easily see from the expressions for the evolution of functions (1.2), that the
further realization of the Dirac procedure essentially depends from the values of constants
c0, ca,
Φ˙0.0 = −4λΦ0.Nφ0.N ,
φ˙0.i = −ki−1φ0.i−1 + kiφ0.i+1 + 2λδiNΦ0.N ,
Φ˙0.i = −sδ1iΦ0.0 − ki−1Φ0.i−1 + kiΦ0.i+1 − 2λΦN.{iφ0}.N ,
φ˙i.j = −sδ1[iφj].0 − ki−1φi−1.j + kiφi+1.j − kj−1φi.j−1 + kjφi.j+1 + 2λδN [iΦj].N ,
Φ˙i.j = −sδ1{iΦj}.0 − ki−1Φi−1.j + kiΦi+1.j − kj−1Φj−1.i + kjΦj+1.i − 2λΦN.{iφj}.N .
Particularly, if the Lagrangian (3.1) is conformal- invariant, i.e. c0 = 0, then stabi-
lization of φ0.1 ≈ 0 leads to the following set of the first-class constraints
φ˜0.i = pei ≈ 0, Φ˜0.i ≈ ppi ≈ 0, Φ˜0.0 ≈ p2 ≈ 0, (3.7)
which corresponds, in the pseudo-Euclidean space, to the massless case 3.
Stabilization of the remaining constraints does not touch spatial momentum p and
coordinates x of a system but only specifies its ”intrinsic” space, parametrized by ei, pi.
3.1 F = ck˜N
Consider the special case, when the Lagrangian is proportional to only one higher curva-
ture, F = ck˜N , or, equivalently, c0 = c1 = ....cN−1 = 0, cN ≡ c 6= 0 .
For this model, the Dirac procedure generates the maximally possible set of con-
straints, all of which are of the first-class,
φ˜0.i ≈ 0, Φ˜0.i ≈ 0, Φ˜0.0 ≈ 0, φ˜i.j ≈ 0, Φ˜i.j − c2δij ≈ 0. (3.8)
So, this system possesses (N + 1) degrees of gauge freedom. The dimension of its
phase space is
Dmin = (2D − 3N − 2)(N + 1). (3.9)
3The total momentum P and the rotation generatorsM(2) of the system are defined by the expressions
PA = pA, M (2)AB = p[AxB] +
N∑
i=1
p
[A
i
e
B]
i
.
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Let us impose the gauge conditions (3.4) and introduce the complex coordinates
zi = (pi + ıcei)/
√
2, ω2 = dp ∧ dx+ ı
c
∑
i
dzi ∧ dz¯i. (3.10)
Now the Hamiltonian of a system reads as
H = s
2c
[
ı
√
2p(z¯1 − z1) + ı
N−1∑
a=1
k˜a(zaz¯a+1 − za+1z¯a) + k˜N(zN z¯N − c2)
]
. (3.11)
The constraints (3.8), (2.8), and gauge conditions (3.4), read as
Φ0ij¯ ≡ ziz¯j − c2δij ≈ 0, Φ+i ≡ pzi ≈ 0, Φ0 ≡ p2 ≈ 0, U+ij ≡ zizj/2 ≈ 0, (3.12)
and form the algebra
{Φij¯ ,Φkl¯} = ıc(δil¯Φkj¯ − δkj¯Φil¯), {Φij¯ ,Φ+k } = −icδkj¯Φ+i ,
{Φij¯ , U+kl , } = −ic
(
δkj¯U
+
il + δlj¯U
+
ik
)
, {Φ+i , U−j¯k¯} = icδi{j¯Φ−k¯}/2, {Φ+i ,Φ−j¯ } = icδij¯Φ0
{Φ, U+ij } = {Φ,Φij¯} = {Φ,Φ+i } = 0, {Φ+i , U+jk} = {Φ+i ,Φ+j } = {U+ij , U+kl} = 0,
{U+ij , U−k¯l¯} = ıcδ{i.{k¯Φj}l¯}/4 + ıc3
(
δik¯δjl¯ + δil¯δjk¯
)
/2
where Φ−i = Φ¯
+
i , U
−
ij = U¯
+
ij .
So, U±ij are the second-class costraints, and the remaining ones are of the first-class.
From (3.9) one can see that if D ≤ 4, the dynamics is nontrivial only at D = 4, N = 1,
and the dimension of phase space of the system coincides with that of a (3+1)-dimensional
massless particle [3]. In this space, it is possible to ”spinorize” the constraints (3.12) and
to carry out covariant quantization of the system [10]. As it can be seen from (3.12),
similar trick can be performed also for N > 1 in (5+1)–, (7+1)– and (9+1)–dimensional
spaces, to resolve the part of second-class constraints.
However, it seems most interesting, that the constructed set of constraints coincides
with the system of N + 1-pointing discreet string [11], [12].
3.2 N=1, 2
We have constructed above the Hamiltonian systems for generalized rigid particles, which
have maximal and minimal possible (for given N and D) dimensions of phase spaces.
We have also mentioned, that, even in the case of Lagrangians, linear on curvatures,
the presence of curvatures ka essentially changes the structure of secondary constraints.
Consequently , such systems have the phase spaces of ”intermediate” dimensions and less
gauge symmetries.
Below we illustrate this phenomena on the examples of Lagrangians, linear on curva-
tures, in N = 1 and N = 2 cases.
Let us start from N = 1, c0 6= 0 case. There is only one secondary constraint and the
condition on the Lagrange multipliers:
Φ˜0.1 ≈ 0, sΦ˜00 + k1c1c0 ≈ 0, (3.13)
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Note, that ˙˜Φ00 = 0, hence p
2 = c20 − c0c1k˜1 = const, i.e. the trajectory of the system
has constant curvature.
In pseudo-Euclidean space the last equations corresponds to the conservation of mass on
the given trajectory.
In complex coordinates (3.10), where c ≡ c1, the complete set of constraints can be
represented by one real and two holomorphic constraints
Φ ≡ zz¯− c21 ≈ 0, U+ ≡ z2/2 ≈ 0, Φ+ ≡ pz− ic0c1/
√
2 ≈ 0, (3.14)
forming the algebra
{Φ,Φ+} = −ıc1Φ+ + c21c0/
√
2, {Φ, U+} = −2ıc1U+, {U+, U−} = ıc1Φ + ıc31,
{Φ+,Φ−} = ıc1p2, {Φ+, U−} = ıc1Φ− + c0c21/
√
2, {Φ+, U+} = 0
where Φ− ≡ Φ¯+, U− ≡ U¯+.
So, for c0 6= 0, N = 1 the dimension of phase space is equal to Dred = 2(2D − 3).
The system possesses one gauge degree of freedom given by the Hamiltonian
H1.c0 6=0 =
s
2c21c0
[
2ıc21c0p(z− z¯) + (c20 − p2)(zz¯− c21)
]
. (3.15)
At c0 = 0 (see Subsection 3.1) the dimension of system phase space equals to Dred =
2(2D − 5) and it has two gauge degrees of freedom.
Now let us consider the case N = 2 with arbitrary constants c0, c1, c2.
When c0 6= 0, we have two secondary second-class constraints defined by expressions
(3.6). Their stabilization results in the conditions
c2c0k1 = k2Φ˜0.2, sc0c2Φ˜0.2 = k2
(
Φ1.1Φ˜0.2 − c22c1c0
)
, (3.16)
where Φ1.1 ≡ Φ˜1.1 − c22, and Φ˜0.2 6= 0.
At c1 = 0 the second condition takes the form sc0c1 + k2Φ1.1 = 0.
The system possesses one gauge degree of freedom. The dimension of its phase space
equals to Dred = 6(D − 2). Like to the case of N = 1, there is the motion constant, Φ˜0.0,
which corresponds in the pseudo-Euclidean space, to the conservation of the mass on a
given trajectory.
When c0 = 0, c1 6= 0, the secondary constraints are defined by expressions (3.7) and
Φ˜1.2 ≈ 0. There is the condition
k2c2c1 + k1Φ1.1 = 0. (3.17)
Notice, that Φ1.1 is the motion constant Φ˙1.1 = 0, so k˜2/k˜1 = const.
This system possesses two gauge degrees of freedom. The dimension of its phase space is
Dred = 2(3D − 10).
At c0 = c1 = 0 (see Subsection 3.1), the dimension of phase space of the system equals
Dred = 6(D − 4), and there are three gauge degrees of freedom.
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4 Conclusion.
We presented the Hamiltonian formulation for the models of generalized rigid particles,
based on the use of the moving frame. This strongly simplify formulation of the system
and its subsequent analyses. In particular, we found that the dimension of phase space of
the system with the Lagrangian depending on the first N external curvatures satisfy the
inequality
(2D − 3N − 2)(N + 1) ≤ Dred ≤ (2D −N)(N + 1)− 2,
where the upper limit is corresponds to the Lagrangian, quadratic on first N curvatures,
while the lower limit corresponds to the Lagrangian proportional to N -th curvature.
In the first case, the Lagrangian possess only reparametrization degree of freedom,
while in the last case, it has (N +1) gauge degrees of freedom. Moreover, in the last case,
in appropriate gauge fixing, the complete set of constraints and gauge-fixing conditions
become quadratic, and coincides with the N + 1-particle discreet string [11], [12], which
was quantized recently in BRST approach both for N = 1 [13] as well as for arbitrary N
[14]. We think, that this surprising parallel deserve to be studied separately.
In the case of Lagrangian with arbitrary linear dependence from curvatures, the set of
primary constraints turns out to be quadratic too. However, the full set of secondary con-
straints is essentially depending by the constants ci, although the algorithm of construct-
ing the secondary constraints, and the generators of gauge symmetries, is the sequence of
algebraic operations.
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